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environment.

Such changes may have been slow at the

beginning, but they are now accelerating.

We need to examine their implications.

44-46

Recently three- changes in atmospheric chemistry

have become familiar subjects of

discussion.

The first is the increase in the

reenhouse ases which has led some to
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fear that we are creating a kind of

global heat trap; the second is the

discovery by the British Antarctic Survey

of holes in the ozone la er which protects

life from ultra-violet radiation; a-nd th-e

third is acid de osition which has

affected soils, lakes and trees down wind

ifrom industrial centres.

-Sme -of wilert has been written about these



ar,A
changes alay-----s-eem--exagge-rat-ed-.

The relative warmth of the last few years,

an exceptionally hot summer in the United

States, and droughts or floods in Africa,

may not signify a global trend.

/ On ozone, action is already being taken" to

Limit emission of the chlorofluorocarbons

which destroy it.

Acid deposition may be serious in regional

terms, but represents a problem which is

'
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on the y to solution.

Nevertheless I recall a statement published

after a recent conference on the

atmosphere in Toronto that, "humanity is
.1    •••• •115.

conducting an unintended, uncontrolled,

global pervasive experiment" whose

ultimate consequences for life and

humanity as part of life could be "second

only to a global nuclear war".
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Great strides have been made improving the environmental quality
of these islands through the control of pollution. 4Most of the
grosser-forms of pollution have been reduced to sustainable
proPortionsD Smoke entee4ons, once responsible for London's

/
terrible smogs, are-now a tenth of what tlaaiswere_ in the 1950s as

C1044aa consequence of the Clean Air Ac47th'e quality of 90%-of our--
rivers is now classified as ood or fair (compared with the

average of 75% in the rest of the European Community). The
1 Thames has now the cleanest metropolitan estuary in the world.
, And major investment programmes are in hand to clean up our other

industrialised rivers: £4000 million is being spent on the Mersey
basin alone?!

0

I

Agreement has been reached in the European Community in the last

IF, few months on a package of measures on emissions from motor

L.) - vehicles and power stations which should go a long way towards---- _

of these measures to the British economy may be calculated in
billions. What we have done on acid rain is necessary and

justifiable despite the great costs.t1 We will always act when it
is necessary and implement our commitments. But in doing so we
will negotiate toughly in Europe and elsewhere for workable

proposals based on good science.

As more obvious forms of pollution are dealt with, so more

insidious threats tO the health of nature emerge. They are not

easy to identify, their causes and effects may be hard to pin
down, and in some cases their influence extends over re ions or
even the whole globe. The stakes involved may be very high:
failure to take the right decision at the right time might result
in some possible cases in a global catastrophe. Conversely,
taking inappropriate action might result in a great waste of
resources and environmentally do more harm than good. We cannot,
for example, ignore the costs of pollution control as they affect
British business, and we must not impose unnecessary bureaucracy.
The health of our economy and the health of our environment are

,-------_,inter-dependent.

red cin the environmental problem known as acid rain:u he costs



The basis of our pollution control policy is preventative, using

the best available scientific foundation. We will take whatever

control measures are necessary, commensurate with the costs and

risk to the environment. Where the risk is shown to be great we

do not hesitate to take precautionary measures before there is

certain knowledge of cause and effect. Two recent examples of

this are the reduction of permitted levels of lead in petrol,

which has resulted in a 60% reduction in the levels of airborne

lead, and the package of measures to safeguard the quality of the

North Sea which was agreed at the London Conference last

No-V4ffib-dr:--These include the ending of incineration and the_
dumping of harmful industrial waste at sea and the creation of an

international scientific Task Force to improve our understanding

of the North Sea environment.

But because the issues are complex and difficult and because the

stakes are so high, it is essential to found pollution control

policies in good science. The challenge presented by changes

observed in the earth's ozone layer provide a graphic lesson. The

stratospheric ozone layer is important to livin creatures,

including man, because it screens out destructive radiation from

the sun. Scientific observations (by the British Antarctic

Survey) indicated that during the Southernter a large hole. _
was appearing in the zone la er over much of Antarctica. There

were strong indications short of conclusive proof that the causal

agent was a set of man-made chemicals (CFCs), that the extent and

severity of the ozone depletion was growing and that other

latitudes might be at risk. The United Kingdom played an active

part in promoting a world-wide agreement signed at Montreal a
_

year ago to take the precautionary measure of reducing world

consumption of CFCs by 50% by 1999. The Government also

appointed a scientific body (the Stratospheric Ozone Review

Group) to consider the evidence on ozone depletion. It is about

to report that on the basis of the scientific evidence now

available more far-reaching controls are required to safeguard

the ozone layer. The Government will study the report with great

care and take whatever decisions are necessary in the light of

it.
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The North Sea  provides a contrasting illustration of the

importance of basing environmental protection policy on sound

science. There is a terrible viral epidemic raging among the

common seal population of the North Sea. Many thousands have

died on the Continental coasts and many hundreds have died off

our East Coast. The cause has been identified as a canine

distemper virus. The great concern which we must all feel at

suffering on such a huge scale has led some to make unsustainable

assertions and advocate futile action. //There have been wIde'orwil.,

fAlce allegations about the environmental state of the North Sea.

Its condition is generally good, although there are some poorer_ _ __
areas notably on the Dutch, German and Danish coasts. It is not.

I who say this. This was the unanimous cOEclusion of the group,
of scientific experts from North Sea States who produced the

Quality Status Report on the North Sea for last November's

Ministerial Conference. There has been no evidence to show that

pollution has been a factor in the onset of the epidemic. The UK

Government has commissioned urgently two research projects to see

if it is possible, despite the current indications, that

1,pollution has played a part. These projects are only a small,

but integral, part of the major new research programmes we are

econducting on the North Sea, worth some £7.5 million this year.

But no good is served by ascribing events, however dreadful they

may be, to the wrong causes. Nor does it help to take irrelevant

and ineffectual action. One national newspaper announced its

intention to organise and finance mass vaccination of grey seals

with an as yet unproven canine distemper virus vaccine.

Fortunately, having been advised by the leading UK scientific

institution on sea mammals that this proposed action could make

matters considerably worse, they did not pursue the idea.

The threat of changes in the composition of the atmosphere which

might in turn influence the global climate is one that we take

very seriously indeed. The pOie-a-Tal—c--;nsequences of shifts in

weather patterns and rises in sea levels could be of the first

magnitude. The costs of preventative a tion could be

correspondingly extreme. In this issuli lt is essential to get
I• r-4---

proper understanding of the science of what is happening bcfore \

taklag time y and appropriate action in concert with other



nations. The United Kingdom is 1 ' a ma'or art in
/ worldwide scientific effort on climate change. There is an

iextensive research programme and at the Meteorological Office, weare.providing one of four world centres for the study of climate
change. There is little doubt that steps need to be taken to
integrate climate change issues with other policy matters,
including the proper pricing of fuels on the world market andV\improved energy efficiency.

The Government espouses the concept, put forward in the Report of
the World Commission-on Environment and Development, of
sustainable development. Stable prosperity can only be achieved

 if throughout the world the environment is nurtured and -

safeguarded. The environment can only flourish if economic
development takes place and poverty ameliorated. In sustainable
development the environment and economic progress become mutually
reinforcing. Our policies will conform to this principle and as
we face the emerging environmental challenges we shall whole-
heartedly co-operate with our international partners: we shall be
ready to take preventative and if necessary precautionary action
in good time; and we shall put the appropriate effort into
ensuring that our understanding of these issues is soundly based
on good science.


